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Theory of optical spin orientation in silicon
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Despite weak spin-orbit coupling and an indirect band gap, significant optical spin orientation
is possible in silicon. We show this by performing full band-structure calculations of the phonon-
assisted absorption of circularly polarized light in bulk silicon. At 4 K a maximum spin polarization
of 25% is found at the band edge; at room temperature the polarization is still 15%. We present the
selection rules and give the contributions from the individual phonon branches, valence bands, and
conduction band valleys. Dominant are the TO/LO phonon-assisted transitions from the heavy-hole
to the conduction band.

PACS numbers: 72.25.Fe,78.20.-e

Introduction. Silicon is an interesting material for spin-
tronics due to its mature technology and long electron
spin relaxation time [1], which exceeds a microsecond be-
low 50 K and is about 10 ns at room temperature [1–3].
A prerequisite for silicon-based spin devices is the effec-
tive injection of spins. Of the two important methods of
generating spin accumulation, optical and electrical, the
latter has already been demonstrated in silicon [4–7] and
studied theoretically [8, 9]. Much earlier, the first spin
injection experiment involved optical absorption across
the indirect gap in silicon [10]. Yet optical spin injection,
called optical (spin) orientation [11], has generally been
restricted to the study of spin properties of direct gap
semiconductors such as GaAs. In silicon, because the in-
direct transition requires phonon mediation and the spin-
orbit coupling is weak, optical orientation is thought of
as ineffective, despite the lack of realistic calculations.
Here we give the selection rules at the indirect gap for
optical orientation in silicon, and determine the degree
of spin polarization for a range of photon energies above
the indirect gap. We find that spin can be generated
optically with a significant (more than 10%) spin polar-
ization, even at room temperature. Such a robust optical
spin orientation could be probed either electrically or op-
tically.

We study the degree of spin polarization (DSP) of
the conduction electrons in silicon under an incident
circularly polarized light with photon energy below
the direct gap, and derive the selection rules for each
phonon-assisted process without the restrictive assump-
tions adopted by Li and Dery [12] in their recent study of
optical luminescence, the reverse process of optical ori-
entation. We find that the DSP depends strongly on the
phonon branch that mediates the optical transition. Us-
ing an empirial pseudopotential model (EPM) [13, 14] for
the electronic states, and an adiabatic bond charge model
(ABCM) [15] for phonons, the calculated maximum DSP
is about −25% at the injection edge at 4 K and −15% at

300 K, exhibiting strong valley anisotropy.
General features. For an incident laser beam with field

E(t) = Eωe
−iωt + c.c. in the medium, the time rate of

change of the expectation value of any observable Â due
to indirect absorption can be written as Ȧ = AabEa

ωE
b∗
ω ,

where Aab =
∑

I Aab
I and Aab

I =
∑

cvλ± Aab
I;cvλ± is

the coefficient for injection into the Ith valley (I =
X, X̄, Y, Ȳ , Z, Z̄ in bulk silicon); Aab

I;cvλ± gives the contri-
bution from conduction band c, valence band v, phonon
branch λ (longitudinal optical (LO) and acoustic (LA),
and transverse optical (TO) and acoustic (TA) branches),
and phonon process (+ for emission, − for absorption).
From Fermi’s golden rule we have

Aab
I;cvλ± =

2π

~

∑

kcǫI,kv

δ(εckc
− εvkv

± ~Ω(kc−kv)λ − ~ω)

×N(kc−kv)λ±Aab
ckcvkvλ

, (1)

Aab
ckcvkvλ

=
∑

σcσ′

c
σv

Ac̄′c̄kc
T a
c̄kcv̄kvλ

(

T b
c̄′kcv̄kvλ

)∗
.

Here v̄ = (v, σv) denotes a valence band state with band
index v and spin index σv; c̄ = (c, σc) and c̄′ = (c, σ′

c)
denote conduction band states with the same band index
c. By kcǫI we mean the summation is only over the Ith

valley, εnk (n = c, v) is the energy of the electron state
|nk〉, ~Ωqλ gives the phonon energy at wave vector q and
mode λ, and Nqλ± = Nqλ+

1
2 ± 1

2 , where Nqλ is the indi-
cated equilibrium phonon number. Here we only consider
the spin properties of the injected electrons, and Ac̄′ c̄kc

=
〈c̄′kc|Â|c̄kc〉 gives the matrix element of Â between con-
duction band states; T a

c̄kcv̄kvλ
= e

ω
〈c̄kc|Hep

(kc−kv)λ
(~ω −

He+ εvkv
)−1va+ va(εckc

−He−~ω)−1Hep

(kc−kv)λ
|v̄kc〉 is

the ath component of the indirect transition matrix ele-
ment; Hep

qλ is given from the electron-phonon interaction

Hamiltonian Hep =
∑

q,λ(aqλ + a†−qλ)H
ep
qλ, where aqλ is

the phonon annihilation operator; He is the unperturbed
single-particle electron Hamiltonian, and va = ∂He/∂pa
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is the electron velocity operator. Equation (1) is similar
to the luminescence intensity expression used by Li and
Dery [12], except for the reversed initial and final states.
By taking Â as the operator for the electron num-

ber density or the density of the f th spin component,
from Aab we get the optical injection rate coefficients
respectively of electrons, ξab, and the f th spin compo-
nent, ζfab, respectively a second rank tensor and a third
rank pseudotensor. For bulk silicon, the electron states
in each conduction valley have only C4v symmetry; for
excited electrons in the Z valley there are only two in-
dependent nonzero components of each response coeffi-
cient, ξxxZ = ξyyZ ≡ ξ(1) and ξzzZ ≡ ξ(2) for ξabZ , and
ζzxyZ = −ζzyxZ ≡ iζ(1) and ζxyzZ = −ζyxzZ = (ζxzyZ )

∗
=

− (ζyzxZ )
∗ ≡ iζ(2) for ζfabZ . The injection coefficients for

electrons in the other valleys can be obtained by prop-
erly rotating the Z valley to the other valleys. The total
injection coefficients satisfy

ξxx = ξyy = ξzz ≡ ξ, (2)

ζxyz = ζyzx = ζzxy = −ζxzy = −ζzyx = −ζyxz ≡ iζ,

with ξ = 2ξ(2) + 4ξ(1) and ζ = 2ζ(1) + 4Reζ(2). All the
ξ(i) and ζ(i) are real except ζ(2).
Selection rules. We now look at the selection rules

for Tc̄k0
c
v̄k0

v
λ at the absorption edge where k0

v = 0 and

k0
c ≈ 0.85

−→
ΓX. While Li and Dery [12] examined these

assuming that only certain intermediate states made sig-
nificant contributions to Tc̄k0

c
v̄k0

v
λ, we identify the selec-

tion rules more generally based only on the symmetry of
the crystal. We begin with the electron states that lie in
the Z valley. For the C4v symmetry group identified by
the qZ ≡ k0

c − k0
v axis, Hep

qZλ
has the symmetry ∆1 for

LA branch, (with basis functions z), ∆′
2 for LO branch,

(x2−y2), and ∆5 for both TA and TO branches ({x, y}).

T
λ

ck0
c
vk0

v

TA/TO LA LO

x y z x2 − y2

|X 〉 0 (0, 0, T
(′)
1 ) (0, T3, 0) (T4, 0, 0)

|Y〉 (0, 0, T
(′)
1 ) 0 (T3, 0, 0) (0, T4, 0)

|Z〉 (0, T
(′)
2 , 0) (T

(′)
2 , 0, 0) 0 (0, 0, T5)

TABLE I: Selection rules of Tck0
c
vk0

v
λ. Unprimed (primed)

quantities are for TA (TO) phonon.

Without including spin, the valence states at Γ have
Γ′
25 symmetry (basis functions {yz, zx, xy}, which we la-

bel here as {X ,Y,Z}), while the conduction band edge
state as ∆1 symmetry (basis function {z}) [16]. By ap-
plying all the symmetry operations we can identify the
nonzero components in Tc̄k0

c
v̄k0

v
λ, given in Table I. While

for direct gap injection in a cubic crystal there is only one
nonzero matrix element, here seven nonzero elements are
allowed because of the reduced symmetry of the conduc-
tion band at k0

c and the involvement of phonons. In Li

and Dery’s more restricted analysis [12], T5, T2, and T ′
2

vanish.

τ TA/TO LA LO

ζ̄ (0,− 2
3
T

(′)
1

∗

T
(′)
2 ) (− 2

3
|T3|

2, 0) ( 2
3
|T4|

2, 2
3
T4T

∗

5 )SO
ξ̄ ( 2

3
|T

(′)
2 |2, 4

3
|T

(′)
1 |2) ( 2

3
|T3|

2, 0) ( 2
3
|T4|

2, 2
3
|T5|

2)

ζ̄ (0, 1
3
T

(′)
1

∗

T
(′)
2 ) ( 1

3
|T3|

2, 0) (− 1
3
|T4|

2,− 1
3
T4T

∗

5 )LH,HH
ξ̄ ( 2

3
|T ′

2|
2, 4

3
|T ′

1|
2) ( 2

3
|T3|

2, 0) ( 2
3
|T4|

2, 2
3
|T5|

2)

TABLE II: Band edge transition rates (Ā
(1)
cvτ , Ā

(2)
cvτ ) with A

being ξ for carrier injection and ζ for spin injection.

Including spin, the valence states at Γ are
split by spin-orbit coupling into heavy hole (HH),
light hole (LH), and split-off (SO) states, respec-
tively

∣

∣

3
2 ,± 3

2

〉

= ∓ |X ± iY〉 |±〉 /
√
2,

∣

∣

3
2 ,± 1

2

〉

=
√

2/3 |Z〉 |±〉 ∓ |X ± iY〉 |∓〉 /
√
6, and

∣

∣

1
2 ,± 1

2

〉

=

± |Z〉 |±〉 /
√
3 + |X ± iY〉 |∓〉 /

√
3 in standard notation,

with the SO states split off ∆so = 44 meV from the
degenerate HH and LH states [17]. At the conduc-
tion band edge, the states can be approximately writ-
ten as |z±〉 due to the very small spin mixing. At band
edge, the injection rates can be identified by Āab

Z;cvτ =
∑

λ∈τ Aab
Z;ck0

c
vk0

v
λ; here τ indicates the phonon type (TA,

TO, LA, LO),
∑

λ∈τ indicates the summation over all

modes in τ th branch. The Āab
Z;cvτ have the same symme-

try as the Aab
Z , and their nonzero components are corre-

spondingly labeled as Ā(1,2)
cvτ and listed in Table II.

The selection rules summarized in Table II for carrier
and spin injection obey some properties that are remi-
niscent of the selection rules for injection across the di-

rect gap: (i) the carrier injection terms ξ̄
(1,2)
cvτ are the

same for each valence band; (ii) the spin injection terms

ζ̄
(1,2)
cvτ are the same for v = HH and LH [18]; the valence

band sum
∑

v ζ̄
(1,2)
cvτ = 0. The last result does not im-

ply that the injected spin polarization vanishes when the
laser pulse is wide enough to involve all valence bands,
because the density of states for each valence band is
different. Nonetheless, with increasing excitation energy
the relevant hole states typically involve a superposition
of many band edge hole states, and the DSP tends to de-
crease rapidly due to the vanishing of the valence band
sum.

Results. However, there are important differences be-
tween the spin injection due to direct and indirect absorp-
tion. Here we analyze a particular experimental configu-
ration where σ− light, Eω = Eo(x̂−iŷ)/

√
2 is incident on

silicon. The six conduction band valleys can be divided
into two sets, one consisting of Z and Z̄, and the other
of X, X̄, Y , and Ȳ . The valleys in each set all have the
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same injection rates, which are

ṅZ = ξ(1) |Eo|2 , Ṡz
Z = −ζ(1) |Eo|2 ,

ṅX =
ξ(1) + ξ(2)

2
|Eo|2 , Ṡz

X = −Re[ζ(2)] |Eo|2 ,

with Ṡx,y
I = 0 for all I. Therefore the injected spin in

each valley points either along z or −z. The degree
of spin polarization (DSP) is defined as Ṡ/(~ṅ/2). At
the onset of absorption the selection rules show that dif-
ferent phonon-assisted processes result in different spin
polarizations: the TA/TO phonon-assisted process only
injects spins in the X, X̄, Y, Ȳ valleys, the LA phonon-
assisted process injects spins only in the Z, Z̄ valleys,
and the LO phonon-assisted process injects spins in all
valleys but with different magnitudes. There seems to be
no way to analyze the indirect transitions by considering
them as virtual direct transitions followed by a phonon
process that does not affect the spin, a strategy implicit
in the work of Lampel [19–21]. Since even at the onset
of absorption the states involved are not eigenstates of
spin, the insensitivity of the electron-phonon coupling to
electron spin does not guarantee that this approach is
correct, and indeed the spin injections into the Z and X
valleys, for example, are totally different. It seems unpro-
ductive to try to define an explicit DSP for each phonon
process, since some of these processes are determined by
more than one nonzero parameter.
For quantitative calculations of the injection rate near

and away from the onset of absorption we use electron
[3, 12] and phonon [15] states with parameters set used
earlier [3]; the indirect gap is Eig = 1.17 meV, and the
phonon energies on the onset of absorption are 19 (TA),
47 (LA), 53 (LO), and 57 (TO) meV. Depending on
whether phonons are absorbed or emitted, the injection
edge is shifted to lower or higher energy. Thus the injec-
tion spectrum starts with the TA phonon-assisted process
at low temperature, where only phonon emission can oc-
cur, and with the TO phonon-assisted process at high
temperature, where the absorption process becomes im-
portant. Because the TA and TO phonons have the same
symmetry properties, the structure of the injection edge
is similar at all temperatures. From our calculations, the
LA phonon-assisted process with its low injection rate
is always ignorable. The carrier injection is dominated
by the TO phonon-assisted process, while the spin injec-
tion is dominated by TO and LO phonon-assisted pro-
cesses with generally comparable contributions. Due to
the densities of states, injection from the HH band is
more important than that from the LH band, and that
from the SO band is least important.

We focus on the DSP in this letter. Fig. 1 gives the
main results of DSP spectra (solid curves) at temperature
4 K (a) and 300 K (b). At 4 K, the injection edge shifts
from the band gap to ~ω2 = Eig + Ωk0

c
,TA, due to the

energy involved in the TA phonon emission process. The
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FIG. 1: (color online). DSP spectra at 4 and 300 K for the
spins in Z/X valley and the total spin.

spectrum starts at −25% at the injection edge, decreases
to a local minimum ≈ 0 at ~ω3 ≈ Eig +Ωk0

c
TO, then in-

creases to a local maximum −5% at ~ω4 ≈ Eig+90 meV,
and then decreases monotonically to zero. In contrast, at
300 K the injection edge is at ~ω1 = Eig − Ωk0

c
,TO be-

cause the TO phonon absorption process takes effect at
high temperature, and DSP decrease nearly monotoni-
cally from the injection edge value −16% to zero at high
photon energy; The peak appearing at 4 K becomes ob-
scured. Note that indirect spin injection is more effective
than the direct gap spin injection at k0

c , for which DSP
is less than 1% [18]. The DSP spectra for Z (dot-dashed
curves) and X (dashed curves) valleys are also plotted
in the same figure, and they show totally different be-
havior; they even have opposite polarization directions,
consistent with Li and Dery’s conclusion [12] that the lu-
minescence from these two valleys have opposite degree
of circular polarization. The DSP spectrum for X val-
ley is similar to the total but with larger values; e.g.,
the injection edge values are −32% at 4 K and −28% at
300 K, while the DSP for Z valley show different photon
energy dependence. So it should be possible to obtain a
much larger DSP in confined silicon structures in which
the valley degeneracy is broken. All DSP are less than
5% for photon energies over Eig + 0.3 eV, and decrease
rapidly to zero for all temperatures.

To better understand these results, the DSP spectra
at 4 K are plotted in Fig. 2 for the transition from each
phonon branch and each valence band. The injection
edge at Eig +Ωk0

c
λ is clear for each phonon branch. For

the X valley, for ω ∈ [ω2, ω3], the TA phonon-assisted
process dominates and gives the fast decrease; for ω ∈
[ω3, ω4], the TO phonon-assisted process takes effect and
gives much larger spin injection rates, and leads to the
peak at ω4; for ω > ω4, all phonon branches contribute,
and the DSP decreases. A similar explanation can be
found for the DSP for Z valley. At 300 K, the TO/LO
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FIG. 2: (color online) DSP spectra from different transition
process for Z (black thick curves) and X valley (red thin
curves) at 4 K. Solid/dot-dashed curves are the injection from
HH/LH valence band. The vertical scale in (b) and (d) are
on the right-hand side.

phonon absorption processes dominate the injection edge
and obscure the peak.
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FIG. 3: (color online). Temperature dependence of DSP for
Z (dot-dashed curves)/X valley(dashed curves)/total (solid
curves) at photon energies ω1−4. The vertical scale in (b)
and (d) are on the right-hand side.

Fig. 3 gives the temperature dependence of DSP at
the special photon energies ω1−4 given in Fig. 1. Around
band edge, the temperature dependence of all rates con-
sidered here only comes from phonon numbers Nqλ ≈
Nk0

c
λ, so each injection rate increases with temperature.

For the injection at photon energy ω1 [Fig. 3 (a)], only the
TO phonon absorption process takes effect; the phonon
numbers involved in carrier and spin injection rates are
the same and cancel out in the DSP, which results in its
temperature independence. Furthermore, this tempera-
ture independence holds for the DSP from each phonon
assisted transition process. However, because the tem-

perature dependence of Nqλ is different for each phonon
branch, their relative contributions to the spin and car-
rier injection rates change with temperature, leading to
the temperature dependence of the total DSP given in
Fig. 3 (b) to (d); Nqλ ∝ T at high temperature, so the
injection coefficients A are approximately proportional
to T themselves, and lead to a saturated DSP.

In summary, we have calculated the optically gener-
ated spin polarization of the conduction electrons in bulk
silicon and presented its temperature dependence, valley
anisotropy, and phonon-mode contribution. We believe
that our findings of robust optical spin orientation in sil-
icon will now encourage optical experiment on the spin
properties in silicon.
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